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Vulnerable populations include individuals who may be vulnerable to coercion or 
undue influence to participate in research projects, or who may be at greater risk 
when participating in research. They may also include research populations, or be 
associated with populations, that are simply unable or have limited capacity to 
provide consent. Thus, federal regulations require additional protections for special 
participant populations, such as:  (1) children, (2) prisoners, (3) pregnant women, (4) 
activities involving fetuses and human in vitro fertilization, (5) persons with 
cognitive impairment, (6) economically or educationally disadvantaged persons, and 
(7) other potentially vulnerable groups. 

It is important to note that, in some cases, state and local laws will also be relevant in 
these considerations. 

 

 

A fetus is defined as the product of conception from the time of implantation until 
delivery. Once the fetus is delivered or expelled and is viable (likely to survive to the 
point of sustaining life independently, given the benefit of available medical 
therapy), it is designated as an infant and is thus subject to federal regulations 
governing research with children. The fetus should be treated respectfully and with 
dignity and its genetic heritage and vulnerability should be recognized, regardless of 
its life prospects. Because the fetus shares a unique relationship with its mother and 
cannot consent to be a research participant, special federal regulations are in place 
to guide fetal research. 

In research, risks to the fetus may not be more than minimal, unless they are 
justified by the anticipated benefit for the health of the mother or the particular 
fetus. It can be problematic, however, to determine what exactly is minimal risk for a 
fetus as compared to a child or adult, and the IRB will work closely with investigators 
to make this determination. However, if risk to the fetus is more than minimal and 
without anticipated medical benefit to the mother or fetus, special provisions apply, 
and the IRB must determine that data gained from such a study is not obtainable in 
any other research design or format. 

Basic types of research involving fetuses include: 

4. Fetuses 



• Research directed toward the fetus in utero. The IRB can approve this 
kind of research if the purpose of the research is to meet the health 
needs of the fetus and will be conducted in such a way to minimize risk or 
if the research presents no more than minimal risk to the fetus and the 
purpose of this activity is the development of new knowledge that is 
unobtainable by any other method. As always, risks should be justified by 
a consideration of potential benefits. 

• Research involving the fetus ex utero. If the fetus is judged viable outside 
of the uterus, then it is considered an infant and is thus governed by 
research regulations involving children. If a fetus is nonviable (unable to 
survive to the point of sustaining life independently), then research is 
forbidden. 

• Research with dead fetuses, fetal material, and placenta. Research with 
dead fetuses, fetal material, or cells, tissues, or organs removed from a 
dead fetus are governed by state laws and regulations. Ethical 
considerations commonly held about respect for the dead should be 
observed if proposing such research. 

 


